Name: ______________________________

**Back-to-School Puzzler**

M D P O V W F L W S K H C
U M A K A R E R U Q Z P R
S V P T C E S L I N G C A
I G E D T S Q D C E C Z Y
C E R E M A T H F O N H O
P L A Y G R O U N D M D N
T E A C H E R B S O F E S
R U L E S A R P E N C I L
D E S K H D E R A S E R H

Fill in the blank lines with the words from the puzzle.

1. My new teacher said, “______________” to your classroom.
2. Have a seat at this ________________.
3. For our first ________________ lesson, we will learn about subtraction.
4. We will ________________ lots of chapter books this year.
5. I sit right next to my best ________________ Sarah.
6. There is a pink ________________ on the end of my pencil.
7. I used my ________________ to color a picture of my family.
8. At the end of the day, we went outside and played on the ________________.
9. Don’t forget to sharpen your ________________.
10. I used my scissors to cut a sheet of ________________.
11. I brought an apple for my new ________________.
12. Be sure you follow all of the school ________________.
13. I brought pizza for ________________.
14. In ________________ class, we sang a silly song.
Fill in the blank lines with the words from the puzzle.

1. My new teacher said, “_________ welcome_________” to your classroom.
2. Have a seat at this ______desk________.
3. For our first _______math________ lesson, we will learn about subtraction.
4. We will ______read________ lots of chapter books this year.
5. I sit right next to my best ______friend________ Sarah.
6. There is a pink _______eraser________ on the end of my pencil.
7. I used my _______crayons________ to color a picture of my family.
8. At the end of the day, we went outside and played on the _______playground________.
9. Don’t forget to sharpen your _______pencil________.
10. I used my scissors to cut a sheet of _______paper________.
11. I brought an apple for my new _______teacher________.
12. Be sure you follow all of the school _______rules________.
13. I brought pizza for ______lunch________.
14. In _______music________ class, we sang a silly song.